Please remember that this appendix is incomplete. These are only possible interpretations for
any of the cards. The most important meaning for any card is the one that occurs to you. They
were intended to be interpreted together in three’s, so they can take on a different meaning if
interpreted individually. There is never any “right” or “wrong” interpretation and it is part of
using the cards to interpret them for yourself. When in doubt remember that time is a mirror, so
any card becomes a reflection of you.
Addict - What is an addict truly addicted to? Power? Choice? Love? Do you become
"addicted" to familiar experience in life? Thoughts or feelings that become familiar?
Circumstances that become anticipated, whether they are pleasant or not? Does your body
require energy in order to exist, and is that a form of "addiction"? Can addiction manifest as a
form of distraction? Do you sometimes act to keep your mind busy or occupied? Not because
you want to but because if you don’t, unpleasant thoughts, feelings or memories begin to
intrude? Related to Desire.
Advantage - In what ways are you using your power? Are you looking for ways to thrive in a
compete-for-survival society? Do you possess certain talents or skills? Does an athlete or
competitor look for an advantage over the competition? What about a soldier? A businessman?
Is society itself structured in ways that give advantage to certain members over others? If so, at
what cost? With what results? Is this only a charade in which some participants choose to play
along? A game of imbalance? Is compete-for-survival a game in life you truly wish to play? Do
we have other choices available? Do we wish to make life easier on ourselves? Wouldn’t that
be the ultimate advantage? What is it that you most value? What is your truest desire?
Alien - Something for you to learn or remember. New awareness becoming conscious. A fear
you are ready to face. Unknown or forgotten aspects to yourself. A version of yourself you
would not recognize to be you. An alternate reality to the one you know. Part or version of
yourself that shares existence with you from another reality or dimension. Perspectives or
interpretation you would not recognize as truth. Your own subconscious or unconscious mind.
Ally - Are you a friend or enemy to yourself? How do you view the parts that make up who
you are? Do you see or recognize a reflection of yourself in those you perceive as others? Are
there certain roles necessary in order to carry out a paradigm of life based in compete-forsurvival or conflict? Do we tend to form perceptions of others in the form of a conflict? A twopole arrangement in a three-pole reality? Us or them? Friend or enemy? Me or you? Is there
any other way to interpret these perceptions? Does the idea of ally hold any meaning in a game
where enemies do not exist?
Appearance – How things look verses how they actually are. How do you appear to others?
Is that something you can know? How do you appear to yourself? Is our picture of reality what
is actually there? Do we sometimes think we see something only to find we were mistaken? In
time we only ever see events from the past, so we can only imagine the future. Is what we
remember or imagine a true or complete picture of reality? Can we be tricked and fooled by

what our eyes tell us is there? Do you react with emotion to what you see, or what you believe
you see? Do those two pictures always align?
Balance - In most any way you think of it, balance is an expression of happiness and health. In
general, too much or too little of just about anything turns out to upset our state of balance. In
terms of our spiritual evolution, balance becomes a state of being or level of operation. The
question becomes, what is it you are trying to balance? It is a two-pole (analogue) equation?
Are you trying to find the balance between good and bad? Right and wrong? Positive and
negative? God and the Devil? Good luck! Are you ready to move on to the next level of
thought? To digital thought and awareness? To leave your blame behind and become aware of
the true nature of time? From within the time continuum, everything is structured in three’s. From
here, Balance is a three-pole equation. The result when Intention, Attraction and Allowance
operate in cooperation, love and understanding. On the card, Balance is exactly this - a
reference to the universal laws of existence. Balance is also a game that could be played instead
of karma and compete-for-survival. A game of Balance is one of cooperation, sharing, and
understanding rather than blame, conflict and fear.
Behind the Door - Something or someone trying to show themselves in your life. Your
potential. A reference to future. Choices you have made that have yet to play themselves out. A
horizon beyond which you are unable to see or know. What lies behind the door? Who is
knocking on the door? Do you fear or welcome parts of yourself you do not yet recognize? In
time, are we always walking through the threshold of a door but never entering the room? Or
are we falling out the door? What lies behind the doorway we call Death? What is holding us in
this reality? What is in the dark piece to reality? What is in the dark piece of yourself?
Behind the Mask - Do you wear a mask for the benefit of others? Hide your true thoughts
and feelings? What I the reason you do not show yourself to the world? Related in this way to
Charade, Pretender or Trickster. This could also be a reference to parts or versions of you yet
to be remembered, or that operate outside your perception of time. Who are you and what is
your place or function in alternate realities or dimensions? In another paradigm? From the spirit
world? If you find yourself on a path of self-discovery in life, who were you in your earlier
stages of awareness? Who are you becoming?
Belief - A story you are telling yourself, whether or not it is true. Another way to say memory.
Belief says, “this is the way it is” or “this is what happened” and in so doing says “all other
possible interpretations are false.” That makes belief analogue interpretation. Two-pole thought.
A black and white picture of reality. A way of programming one’s self. A trick you can manage
to play on yourself. Potential misperception. A thought formed around that which in truth you
cannot see or know. If you could see into the dark piece of reality, you could know what is
there and not have to hold beliefs about it. Is what you believe to be true actually true? Is what
you remember what actually happened? Have your beliefs ever let you down? Who chooses
your beliefs? Does anyone else have the power to do that?

Believer - A limitation within yourself. A part of yourself who needs to evolve. Ways you may
be managing to trick or lie to yourself. Ways you may be hiding from yourself. Ways you are
not seeing the whole picture, lost from the awareness this is so and its implications. A mind
operating in analogue (two-pole thought), despite traveling through a digital (three-pole)
experience. It is an irony in this reality that we cannot help but act on our beliefs, and yet our
beliefs cannot be trusted. How many times have you believed something to be true or real, only
to find out it was not so? In a world that is not what it appears to be, we form belief in order to
try to make sense of it. We fill in the dark piece of reality with our imagination and call it true.
How tightly do you cling to your beliefs? What steps are you willing to take in order to keep
them in place? Are you willing to embrace other possibilities? Related to Traveler.
Bent and Twisted - Something that is not a clear or true reflection of you. A distorted picture
of reality. What happens to desire when it becomes bent and twisted from fear? When our
desire becomes to not be afraid? What do we start thinking? What kind of choices do we begin
to make? What kind of events do we manifest? This could also the perception held by parts of
the self who do not see each other, or are versions of the same self but so different, they do not
recognize each other. Does light bend and twist when it hits the surface of a mirror? Do your
binocular eyes actually detect inverted images on your retina? If time is a mirror, is everything
we experience actually backward? Am I only a reflection of you that you do not recognize as
such? Is blame a form of mental backwardness? Bent and twisted interpretation?
Blame - A huge and important misperception you are making. Something in your life that is
backwards. A lie you are living as if it were true. A place in the mirror where you are hurting
yourself in a way you do not realize. A form of insanity. Mental backwardness. Two-pole
(analogue) thought. The result of reality that is a reflection in a mirror, lost from the awareness it
is so. The key to healing the self lies here. Why? Because blame is not real. It is as simple as
that. The cards teach that healing blame walks the path of healing fear. How many forms can
blame take? Do you recognize blame when you hear it? Is blame connected to any emotional
experiences? Anger? Sadness? Guilt? Fear? What are you feeling when you feel blamed?
Related to Insanity.
Blank Card - The blank card is there for you to create your own unique card to add to your
game. It is a way for us all to share in the creation of this card game and the effort behind it to
help heal the consciousness of this planet. It can also be used as a wild card, or a colored card
as the color white.
Blind Man - Ways you do not see what you are actually doing, but may think that you do.
Beliefs that may be blinding you from seeing the truth. Ways you are cut off from other parts or
versions of yourself. A self acting without the benefit of seeing where they are going or what
they are doing. An inherent aspect to existing in a reality with invisible forces or dark pieces. In
this way, we are all walking through life backward, unable to see what lies ahead or even what
is actually there. A self who does not recognize their own reflection in the time mirror. Are there

other ways of seeing besides detecting reflected light with your binocular eyes? What other
ways are there to “see” in time?
Blind Spot - If you are three parts to a self, can you see all of your perspectives at any one
moment? Is that not the nature of a paradox, to have a blind spot within yourself? A
subconscious part to your mind? Are there aspects to self and life that you are cut off from
seeing or knowing? In reflected light we see only events from the past, so past is in front of us
and future behind us. Does light also cast a shadow? What is behind the corner for you in time?
Is there a blind spot to those you perceive as others? A piece to their makeup which is hidden
from you?
Book of Rules - Ways you are limiting yourself and your potential. Old beliefs and patterns
that no longer serve you. Conformity to the expectation of others that is not a reflection of who
you are. This could also be a lesson you are learning. Breaking free of self-imposed limitations.
A new understanding emerging in your awareness. What are the rules to space-time-gravity?
Such things as action-at-a-distance? Subconscious or invisible forces at work?
Superdeterminism? A many worlds of possible outcomes? What are the rules to karma? What
is possible and what is not? What might you have believed was true, real or possible that you
are now re-evaluating? Are you ready to choose a different game than the one you have been
playing in life? Are you ready to embrace a new paradigm?
Broken Record - Something that is not working for you in life. Something you may need to
leave behind. A shattered reality bubble. Something you may need to remember. A repressed
memory. Something that keeps repeating itself over and over. This is also a reference to the
amnesia of incarnating. It seems part of the ride in this place that we forget who we are, possibly
for the experience of remembering it again. A new plateau of learning in your evolution as a
being.
Certainty - That which is already written. Beliefs you have chosen or choices you have already
made. Something that cannot be altered. Once an event has occurred, can it be undone? Are
there aspects to life that are certainty? Death? Gravity? Is uncertainty actually and ironically
certainty? In other words, is there a dark piece to reality? Things you simply cannot see or
know? Can you sometimes trick and fool yourself into believing something is for certain, when in
truth it may not be so? If you believe something to be true or real, will you not act accordingly?
Can you even help but do so? Is that a form of certainty? A predictability about you? Your own
self-imposed programming at work? Part of the reality you create for yourself?
Chameleon - This is your own nature and ability to shape-shift as an emotional self. Can you
change colors in this way? From sad to angry to happy to indifferent to afraid? Is it also your
nature to change in other ways? To adapt to your surroundings or circumstances? Are there still
rules for a chameleon? Things they can change about themselves and things they can not? Can
you be a social chameleon? Showing or hiding your true thoughts and feelings? Do you assume
different forms if you visit different realities or dimensions? In what ways might this be so? Does

a child become a chameleon in life? Finding ways to fit in to society? Even if those ways conflict
with their true nature as an enlightened being?
Change - It is part of our nature and the experience of time to change. If nothing were
changing, would you experience the passing of time? In this reality nothing can ever be created
or destroyed, but its pieces can be rearranged. Once changed, can something ever change
back? Or does memory prevent that? Can it only change again? Can a shape-shifter change
from one form to another, then travel a loop of experience to end up back where he or she
began? Is it part of your nature as a self to change? To grow? To remember? To forget? Does a
goal or destination become only a port of call? A new starting place? A stop along the path you
may otherwise call life?
Charade - Ways you are acting as if something is true or real when in truth it is not. A lie you
are living. What happens to us when we begin putting on an act, and then forget it was only an
act? When we begin playing along with a lie, and then forget what lie we were telling ourselves?
What is the big lie that is being told in the Earth paradigm? This could also be a message you are
trying to send. Feelings you are trying to communicate. Feelings you are trying to hide. A
reflection of yourself you are trying to cast. In a game of charades, one tries to communicate a
message but must do so without verbalizing. Could dreams communicate messages in these
ways? Acting out the message rather than speaking it in words?
Chicken - A place where you feel helpless. Limited choice. A chicken is a bird that cannot fly.
When faced with danger, her only recourse is to run or hide. Is there something you are running
from? Hiding from? Are you faced with something that seems overwhelming? Something that
seems too large to combat? It is an irony that those who bully others are actually afraid
themselves. They are acting from fear in a way they cannot see or will not admit. They are
cowards getting to play the role of a bully.
Chicken Egg - Your Potential. What will the chicken egg become? Life? Or fear? Some kind
of paradox in your life. Something that should not be able to be so, and yet there it is in front of
your eyes. We are all familiar with the paradox of the chicken - what came first, the chicken or
the egg? Somehow there is more to the picture than we can discern. A missing piece, blind spot
or disconnection. Is your chicken chasing their own egg? Repeating a pattern? Capitulating to
fear? Also a reference to the fragile nature to a reality bubble. What happens to your reality
bubble when a belief is shattered?
Child - Your own enlightened perspective. A gateway to your true nature. Blatant honesty. A
child has not yet fallen for the trick of blame. They have no reason to hide the truth. They do not
put on an act. They do not fear the reaction of others. Do we all manage to lose touch with this
version of ourselves? Lose that carefree existence? Are you still a child at heart? Do you have
an "inner child"? Have you become a well-adjusted member of compete-for-survival society?
What is it you adjusted to? What did you leave behind in order to do that? What is your true
nature? Who is your true self? I can only suggest that this universe is here for us to enjoy. It is a

playground of our own construction. In this way we are all children and can never be anything
else but that.
Choice - In time we experience the power to choose within a nested experience, so choice
within choice. Another way to say that is we can make the little choice, but not the big one. This
is shown on the card by a question inside of a question. Did you choose to enter this reality? In
so doing, did you choose the rules of this game along with that choice? Did that choice limit you
in some ways? Leaving you at the mercy of certain rules to the game? Rules like illusion, death
or gravity? In making any choice, do you not simultaneously give up other possible choices that
could have been made? Do you have choice over some things but not over others? What can
you choose and what can you not? Can you make me love you? If not, can you make me hate
you? Can you make me angry or afraid? Could you have choice available that you do not see?
Do you choose your beliefs? Your interpretations?
Circular Motion - An inherent part of our time experience in which we repeat patterns and
cycles. Much of what we do or experience is repeating slightly different versions of the same
thing over and over. The dials of our clocks spin round and round. Our planet revolves around a
star and itself spins on its axis. This is also a reference to karma. A place where you are stuck
repeating sad-angry-guilty drama. Doing the same old thing and making the same old mistakes
over and over. Is life itself some sort of cycle? From birth to death? When you leave time, do
you return to a reality from which you came? As a shapeshifter, can you change forms from one
to another, ultimately forming a loop of experience? In a reality that is a reflection in a mirror, do
you ultimately meet yourself within the confines of the game? Come full circle?
Colored cards - These are wild cards. They can mean anything that occurs to you. Let your
feelings and imagination talk to you.
Communication - A message from the universe. A message from a part of yourself. A
powerful form of healing in which parts or versions of you are able to see or hear each other,
despite differences in their ways of interpreting reality. In this reality we cannot directly see or
hear each other. It is all done in a mirror, so by way of reflections. That means what we can do
is send out signals. Signals that must be interpreted. Another way to say communicate is to
exchange energy. By opening yourself to the possibilities, you allow energy within yourself to
flow freely. By being willing to listen without preconception or judgment, you also allow this
energy to flow. Sometimes all you need in order to heal is to be heard. To be seen. To express
your feelings. To tell your story. To understand or be understood. In other words - to
communicate.
Companion - Are you friends, enemies, or alienated with the parts of yourself? Do you have an
imaginary other who watches over you? A guardian? A spirit? A shadow? When we operate as
a group consciousness or society, do we also form this component of ourselves? A big giant self
that is a part of us, and us of them? Do you communicate with yourself in a process known as

thought? Who are you communicating with? Is there more than one part to your makeup as a
self?
Competitor - Many of us might say we are not competitive, and yet in this paradigm we all play
a game called compete-for-survival. What happens when the volume of fear is turned up like
this? When it becomes win or die? Use or be used? How much of your motivation is driven by
this circumstance? Do you choose what you would truly want to do with your life? Or do you
have circumstances superimposed on you in ways you do not want? Can the volume be turned
back down? Perhaps an entire order of magnitude? Can we transcend compete-for-survival?
Choose to play a different game in life? What other games are available for us to choose? What
do those paradigms look like?
Computer Program - Ways you have managed to program yourself. Your belief system at
work. Your paradigm. What happens when you put something to the back of your mind? What
happens when you choose a belief? When you assign meaning to an event? Do you put certain
explanations and behaviors on automatic pilot? So that you do not have to reinterpret them
every time they are encountered? Are there ways your physical body does this as well? Who
regulates your breathing or heartbeat?
Conflict - Ways in which you do not agree with yourself. Ways in which you are choosing
against yourself and your truest desires. Places in the mirror that you do not know how to
interpret. Events that do not seem to make sense. A crossroads at which we must seemingly
choose one direction at the expense of exploring the other. In the cards, a conflict refers to any
two-pole arrangement, like us or them, me or you, good or bad, right or wrong. When we are
ready to face ourselves in the mirror we find that we exist as a paradox, not a conflict. That
means there are three parts to ourselves and three perspectives to he heard. It is in embracing
that third perspective that we can resolve our conflict, heal fear and learn to see ourselves in
those we perceive as others.
Coward - Ways you do not like yourself. A repulsive reflection of you. An untruth you believe
about yourself. A misperception. A trick that has fooled you. Something you have forgotten.
Feelings of helplessness. A role you are playing for the benefit of others. A self who does not
recognize their own reflection in a mirror. A self afraid of themselves.
Creator - Ways you create reality for yourself. In what ways is that possible? Do you
experience events, or your interpretation of events? Is there a difference between those two? Is
interpretation a huge and important part of your reality? What about your imagination? Is
imagination a powerful creative force? And what of your memory? How about your choices?
Do you share in the creation of reality with those you perceive as others? As a collective or
society? On subconscious and unconscious levels? Can matter or energy ever be created or
destroyed? Or do we only rearrange pieces of what is already here? Is your physical body
basically pieces of this planet that have been rearranged?

Critic - Ways you may be limiting yourself. Walking a narrow path. A charade you are playing.
Seeking the approval of others. Ways you are not being your own best friend. Does one form
of critic simply describe events? Offer an explanation? Does your mind also do this? Are you in
a constant state of communication within yourself? Interpreting and describing reality in an ongoing story you tell yourself? Is there a line that gets crossed where description becomes
judgment? What is that line? What does the language of blame look like? What turns
explanation into blame? Is there a difference between blame and approval? Or are they actually
reflections of each other in the mirror of time?
Crossing Paths - Someone or some thing that is showing itself in your life. A lesson you are
about to learn about yourself. A message that takes the form of an irony or metaphor. Also a
description of the dimension of present. An overlapping of dimension and reality. Your state of
being. Multiple versions of yourself coexisting with each other. Invisible force connects you to
everything and everyone in this universe. In this interconnected universe, everything you choose
has repercussions out in the many worlds.
Crowd - Are you part of a society? In what ways? Does your identity partly revolve around
such a definition? If so, is that your true identity? Do you or can you manage to fit in to many
different crowds? How many smaller crowds make up your society? Is your society also part of
an even bigger consciousness? And so on? When our minds act together, they form a powerful
creative force. What happens when those minds act against each other in conflict? Like in
compete-for-survival? Or when they live in judgment and fear of each other? What makes for a
paradigm? How many minds must act together in order to manifest such a reality?
Crystal Ball - Something you have forgotten. Ways you are still asleep to aspects of your
reality. An illusion or trick you are falling for. Something that is coming into focus for you. A new
understanding. A model of reality. Are you lost in a crystal ball world? Have you forgotten that
you are only peering into this realm and have taken on the awareness of being inside the crystal
sphere?
Dark Piece - The unknown or misunderstood parts of yourself. Unconscious memories. A
trick you are playing on yourself. A disagreement within yourself. A cornerstone of this entire
work concludes that we live in a reality with a dark piece. That means from here, there are
certain things we simply cannot see or know. Ironically, acknowledging the dark piece brings us
into sharper focus and expanded awareness. Are you always filling in a dark piece to your
perception with imagination and calling it real? Do you record that picture as part of your
memory? Who are you? Where are you? How did you manage to enter this dimension? Did
you choose to come here? If so, from where? For what purpose? Do you perceive a dark piece
to others? Can you know or see what they are truly thinking or feeling?
Death - A version of yourself you will leave behind in order to change or learn. Change coming
into your life. Death can also mean a lack of meaning or purpose in your life. Crushed desire. A
shattered reality. Feelings of emptiness or loneliness. A missing piece to yourself or your reality.

How much of your life revolves around survival? If it were not for the day to day activities that
are necessary to say healthy and “alive”, what would you do with your time? What would your
life be like if you no longer needed things like food or money? If there were nothing left to fear?
If your desire were completely free to choose? Death is also perhaps the ultimate unknown. An
enigma. What does it mean to die? Change? Transform? Wake from a dream world?
Remember something you may have forgotten? Learn a truth you currently cannot know?
Complete a journey? Loose your gaze from a mirror world? Cease to exist?
Desire - A very powerful motivational and creative force within you. Part of the essence of
your being. A reflection of your innermost self. If you could have anything you want, what would
it be? When you try to answer that question, what are your limitations? What are the rules?
Would you want something you believe to be impossible? To fly? To undo an event? To
recreate something that has been lost? To prevent an accident or injury that has already
occurred? To make something happen just by wishing it to be so? To just live and be free? Do
you ever experience a conflict of desire? As if one part of you wants one thing while another
part wants something different? Can desire become twisted from fear? When your desire
becomes to not be afraid or to see other harmed or punished, have you lost touch with true
desire? Are there desires we may all share? At the root of experience? To love and be loved?
To be free of judgment, blame, fear and all that would mean in our life experiences?
Destination - Are you a traveler in a dimension called time? An explorer of some kind?
Discovering who you are in some way yet to be learned? Are you currently working towards a
goal of some kind? A level of education or employment? Skills or talents you are honing?
Children you are raising? A relationship you are building? New awareness or understanding in
some area of your life? A state of being to be achieved? Balance? Happiness? Do you have a
larger purpose in life? A life’s mission or goal? What would you say it is? Is there something you
are learning from a spiritual perspective?
Difficult Path - Is there something in your life that has challenged you in some way? Are there
ways you are making life difficult for yourself? Is there purpose in choices that make life hard on
you? Are there choices being made on societal levels that make life hard on us all? Competefor-survival? The mentality of blame and practice of punish? Misperception and
misinterpretation acted out as if it were true and real? Is there any reason why such choices are
made over the path of least resistance?
Dinosaur - A part of yourself that would be perceived to be ancient or timeless. You are
ancient. More so than you can possibly know. Do you remember any past lives or other
realities? Do you believe such things are true or real? If so, could you even begin to imagine the
vast storehouse of knowledge and experience you may have hidden away in your unconscious
mind? Also a reference to memory. Forgotten or repressed memories. Forgotten parts of the
self. Modes of thought that no longer serve a purpose. Self-imposed programming no longer
needed.

Disconnection - A lack of communication within yourself. Ways that the parts of you do not
agree or interpret in the same way. Parts of yourself you have forgotten. Perspectives that are
part of your makeup but which you no longer remember. Some form of nonsense in your life.
Events that seem to have hidden meaning. A paradox. A delayed reaction. Some kind of
unresolved feelings connected to forgotten or repressed memories. The end of a relationship. A
shattered reality. Possibly a need to let go of things that no longer serve you. Time to move on.
Discounted Voice - A part of yourself you do not see or hear. A part of yourself you have
forgotten. A perspective you are dismissing. A way in which you are not listening to yourself.
Feelings of unimportance. Ways you are not being clearly seen, heard or understood by those
you perceive as others. Ways you are managing to overwrite the true message with one that is
bent and twisted.
Dreamer - Your spirit or larger self. Your ability to create. Do you have a version of yourself
from another dimension who is dreaming all of this? Are you aware of this version of you?
Could you establish communication with them? Is this reality like a dream world to other
dimensions and realities? One from which you will eventually wake? Would that make you a
dreamer in what you otherwise call life? Can you become awake inside of a dream? Become
aware you are dreaming? What happens when you do that? Look to your dreams for a
message. Embrace your dream characters as reflections of yourself. Let go of dogma,
stereotypes and beliefs. Break the mold. Let your imagination run free. Pursue your talents.
Ego - Something that is holding you back from the enjoyment of life. One side of a conflicted
self. A little picture perspective that mistakes your own reflection for those you perceive as
others. Interpreting life in terms of opposites. Higher or lower. Good or bad. Us or them. The
root of your own arrogance. The potential for hate. Related in this way to Sub-human. If we do
exist as multiple parts or versions of a self, then the ego might be seen as the awareness in the
front of our minds. We all have this aspect to our make-up. It is when we forget that very thing
that ego becomes a problem. When we forget that time is a mirror, and then forget that we
forget. The term ego was adopted by Sigmund Freud as one of three parts to the self he defined
as the id, ego and super ego.
Empty Box - A trick. An illusion. Imagined reality. The dimension of space. Beliefs we hold
that are not true. If you believe something is true, that becomes your experience and you act
accordingly. If you find that your belief was not true, what did you really experience? What was
real and what was not? What is left to hold on to? What do you need to let go? Also feelings
we experience when something or someone of significance seems missing. In time we have
experiences like hunger and desire which feel empty when they are neglected.
Enemy - Ways you are not being your own best friend or choosing your true desires. Ways
you may be acting against yourself. A misunderstood part of yourself. A role that is necessary in
order to play out certain games of competition. Misperception about those you perceive as
others. The true enemy in this reality is fear. You will find that if you challenge fear in these

ways, it is not really there. The people you are convinced are your enemies are not who you
think they are. They are not thinking what you think they are thinking. They do not truly want
what you are convinced they do.
Enigma - A riddle or puzzle. Something not understood. Lost or forgotten knowledge and
wisdom. Hidden meaning. Could you be here, in part, to solve such a riddle? To remember who
you are? To learn certain truths? To practice waking up inside a dream? To practice creating?
To play a game?
Enlightened Path - The conscious choice to challenge the mentality of blame and abandon the
mentality of guilt. The path that recognizes time as a mirror and all we see as reflections of
ourselves. Mentality that has transcended compete-for-survival as way of life. Acknowledgment
of the dark piece to reality. What does enlightened choice look like? Is it something we choose,
or something we don’t choose? Is it beliefs we hold? Or is enlightened thought that which has
transcended belief and operates from possibilities?
Exchanging Energy - Your relationship with yourself. Your connection to the universe. A
quality to the nature of time experience. Part of the rules to the game. Do you exchange energy
in order to exist in time? In what ways? Did you have to become part of this universe in order to
enter it? Does your physical body exchange energy to maintain itself? Are your thoughts and
feelings a form of exchanging energy? Is the universe itself an exchange of energy? Light (matter,
energy) spewing from quasars, traveling through space and falling into black holes? Perhaps
ultimately repeating this cycle or journey over and over again?
Expectation - What is it you are expecting in life? From others? From yourself? Where does
expectation try to look in time? Is that something it can see? Do your expectations sometimes let
you down? Were you only misinterpreting reality when you formed unrealistic expectations?
Can you find yourself expecting that which in truth you cannot know, have or control? Can you
hold expectations and then react in anger or fear when they are not met? When you do, are you
blaming? What are you reacting to in this case? Others? Or your perception of others? Who
constructs your perception of others? This could also be a message. Expect something to show
itself in your life.
Explanation - Something in your life that does not make sense. An equation you are trying to
solve. The formation of a belief. A story you may be telling yourself. A form of blame that seeks
understanding. It may be in our nature to seek understanding and make sense of events and
reality. Why did the cup break? How many explanations could you relate that, added together,
would still form an incomplete picture of the truth? If you understood the reasons for events or
circumstances in life you do not like, would it help you to put certain issues to rest?
Explorer - New awareness or understanding about yourself or reality. Your quest to know
yourself. Ways you may be testing your limits. A sense of purpose or meaning in your life. The

thrill of experiencing or learning as if it were the first time. Learning to see yourself in the
reflections you perceive as others. In the mirror called time, the universe is within yourself.
Familiar Path - Your current system of beliefs or way of thought. Do you think in the same
way and believe the same things that you did as a child? How did you get to where you are? Do
you remember choosing your beliefs? Did you possibly choose some beliefs not because you
agreed with the others in your life, but to explain their behavior? Do you make an ongoing effort
to adjust your beliefs to explain life to yourself? Does society subscribe to particular beliefs?
Ways of thought? A paradigm of life? Do you make certain choices over and over? Is it
because you are choosing what you want, or because you do not see another choice? Can you
become accustomed to your circumstances whether pleasant or not? Do you find ways to
navigate and cope with your surroundings?
Faulty Recorder - Ways you are misinterpreting reality. Beliefs you hold that will turn out to
be false. Ways you are mistaking your own reflection in a mirror for those you call others. An
incomplete picture that you do not realize is incomplete. Something you are forgetting. In a
world of illusion, we are always misinterpreting. We are in a constant state of remembering,
imagining and forgetting. It is when we forget these truths that our equations become problems.
Fear - The root of our troubles on this world. The name of the game when it comes to healing.
An emotional reaction to misperception or crushed desire. A game played inside a game played
inside a game. One definition of a game called karma. A self who has lost touch with their
identity. A lie you are believing to be true. Feeling blamed. Feeling guilty. A place where you are
being given an analogue choice. Either this or that. No third option. Does fear operate on certain
emotional frequencies? How many are there? What are they? See karma.
Fool - This is a powerful figure in terms of healing. If reality turns out to be some sort of illusion
seen in a mirror or dream world, are we not all fools by default? In a constant state of
misperception? Could that be by design? Part of the game and part of the ride we call time? Is
"reality" actually a delusion of some sort? Does delusion make up at least part of our reality?
What happens when you forget certain universal truths to time experience? Forget that time is a
mirror and everything and everyone is a reflection of you? Forget there is a dark piece to reality
and the meaning and implications of that truth? Forget that blame is not real and guilt does not
exist? What happens when you then forget that you forget? Do you then become a
subconscious fool and act accordingly?
Foreigner - A part of yourself who lives in a reality different than what you recognize as your
own. An unfamiliar part of yourself. An unfamiliar perspective. Something or someone you are
getting to know. When you entered time, did you enter a foreign environment? Has the reality
you left now become foreign to you? Do you see others as different than yourself? Or can you
see your own reflection in the mirror surface they provide?

Forever - What are some ways to say forever? Is it a reference to time? Is it the same as the
word Never? Always? Infinity? Is it related to choice? Does it look like circular motion?
Something that revolves around something else? Something that encircles itself? Some form of
paradox? The symbol is called a mobius curve. In this motion, if you choose a straight line in any
direction, you will return to the point of origin to ride the ride all over again. One possible
description of this universe. Also a description of programming or belief. A circuit pathway.
Once chosen as your direction, you will stay on this path until you choose differently.
Future - A veritable zoo of possibilities. When we talk about the future, it is only one possible
future. The many worlds theory says that all possibilities may actually happen - but from here,
we only remember one of them. The rest occur in alternate realities. Future is only an
interpretation of something we cannot see. A picture of what we imagine to be there. Future is a
reference to invisible forces at work. Invisible connections you have with every thing and every
one in this universe. Future is related to the experience you call Gravity, which could also be
described as action-at-a-distance. In the future, you create using thought and imagination. It is
your mental reality.
Ghost - A subconscious or unconscious part of yourself. Forgotten or repressed memories.
Unfinished business between the parts of yourself. Something that is shadowing you in time.
Something that seems to have become attached to you that you do not recognize as yourself.
Something strange that is happening in your life. A message from yourself that you do not yet
understand. A secret you are keeping. A story you have never been able to share with anyone.
Feeling as though others do not see, hear or understand you. What is a ghost? A supernatural
being? A shadow in time? A reflection in a mirror? Another way to say memory? Memory that
repeats drama over and over like a loop in time? Could you have a ghost that walks the Earth in
what you otherwise call “right now”? Remnants of past life experience or unresolved issues?
Goddess - A larger version of you. Your own creative power. A version of you from a
different dimension. Your ability to perform tasks you believe to be impossible. In a species
divided by the two-pole arrangement of male and female, Goddess could be a reference to
aspects of the self deemed "feminine". That which you find to be beautiful or pleasing. A mother
image of you.
Good - Evil - A reflection of the interpreter. A misperception. A trick. One of many forms of
Blame. The analogue (two-pole) interpretation of a digital (3-pole) reality. A version or
reflection of the self so different or scrambled from another version of that same self they do not
recognize each other. Is this card the Good card or the Evil card? Who makes that choice?
Gravity - Something huge or significant. The future. An unseen force. That which you attract to
yourself. Part of the seeming rules to the reality. Evidence of the dark piece to reality. Ways in
which we are all connected that we cannot see with our eyes. We can see that gravity is at
work, but we cannot see exactly what it is. What holds the Earth in orbit around the sun? How
far away from the sun would the Earth have to move to completely break the gravitational

connection between them? Or can that ever be done? Are all things in this universe connected
by gravity no matter how distant they may seem to be? Gravity also doubles as a colored card
with the color of black, thus open for personal interpretation.
Guardian - Your insight and intuition. Subconscious or unconscious parts of yourself. Do you
have a guardian angel or spirit guides? How do you imagine them? How do they communicate
with you? Did you learn to recognize certain dangers as you acclimated to this life? Do you
sometimes act to protect yourself from that which you fear? Do you have these reactions on
automatic pilot in some way? When confronted with misguided thought, one choice you may
have is to simply not play along.
Guide - Something or someone in your life who has a message for you. Ways that events seem
to have metaphorical meaning. Who is your guide in life? Is it a supernatural being or spirit? An
unconscious part of yourself? The others in your life? Do you guide your own journey through
time? In ways you are not always aware? What do you use as your compass in life? Do you use
a code of conduct or book of rules? What factors play a part in your efforts to guide your
journey? Desire? Adventure? Comfort? Fear? Love?
Happiness - Is this a goal you hold in life? Are you working towards that goal? Or has your
true happiness taken a back seat to other pursuits or circumstances? Do you piece together
aspects of life in order to try to find a combination with which you feel happy? Do you find it an
impossible task to be happy with every aspect of your life? What is it that would bring you true
lasting happiness? Is it your truest desire to play a game of compete-for-survival? Or if you
could choose for us all, would you choose something different? Does the inherent hardship of
compete-for-survival and blame and punish make it difficult for you to achieve true lasting
happiness? Do you have parts of yourself who find such a paradigm of life unappealing?
Healer - Your ability to heal yourself. Change that is happening within you. New awareness or
understanding coming into focus. The re-evaluation of your perception of reality. New
possibilities that may have previously seemed impossible or unavailable. The transformation
from two-pole to three-pole thought. Repressed memories beginning to resurface. A
reconnection with the child you once were. The conscious effort you are making to challenge the
concept of blame and abandon the concept of guilt. Learning to recognize the sad-angry-guilty
drama of karma.
Hero - Learning to recognize your own reflection in those you perceive as others. Your
willingness to challenge your preconceptions. Self-examination. The process of learning to love
yourself. Becoming your own best friend. The pursuit of universal truth in the face of billions
who think and act otherwise. In the two-pole blame world, can one person’s hero be another
person’s hurter? Is there any other definition of hero besides one that involves competition,
revenge, battling monsters and sub-humans or deliberate and intentional harming of others?

Hurter - Ways you are managing to sabotage your own happiness in ways you do not see.
Ways you are lost in a little picture of reality. Ways you mistake the little picture for the big
picture. Beliefs you hold that are not true. Ways you interpret blame, guilt and separateness
when in truth, it does not exist. Ways you fear yourself. Who would truly want to harm
themselves or those they love? The truth is, no one. Who would knowingly choose the problem
in life as the answer to the problem? Again, no one. Yet this is what we have on the Earth.
Misguided minds that call themselves our rulers and leaders. The mentality of blame and punish
being called justice. The sad-angry-guilty drama of karma repeating its cycle over and over.
Does that even sound remotely enlightened to you? Yet billions of equally misguided minds
worship these same rules, believe the same misperceptions and condone the same acts. Are you
ready to take back your power? To choose a different way of thought and different way of life?
To pull the plug on the big giant hurter?
Idiot - In the simplest of terms, an idiot is someone who forgets something. Even the term is
paradoxical because they do not really forget, only misplace the information. I suggest that time
can be compared to a dream we are all sharing. When you dream, do you remember inside the
dream that you are dreaming, or do you forget and become involved in your own imagination
and drama? When you remind someone of something they have misplaced within themselves,
do you not get the very reaction you see on this card? They say “Oh, that’s right! I knew that.”
We must all learn to forgive ourselves for forgetting who and what we are as that was the game
we were playing and the choice we made. Doing so helps free us from blame and fear.
Illness - If there was a single something that troubles this world, what would you say that it is?
How is it manifested? How does it spread? The answer of course is fear. How did we become
afraid? Was it just natural? A reaction to the dark piece of reality? Was it more than just that?
Was there misperception involved? If so, what was the misperception? Did we manage to
incorporate a piece of nonsense into our thinking? Does that sound like the formation of an
illness? The roots of what you call a "disorder"? What happened when we found ways to put
fear to the back of our minds? Did it go away? Or only subconscious? Did that leave us playing
a game of subconscious fear? What is the further result of that? What was the faulty premise?
What is the way out?
Illusion - Ways this reality tricks a fools us. Drama performed before our eyes so convincing
we can believe lies to be the truth. Something that is not what it appears to be. Our own senses
tell us things are real and solid but when challenged, we find it is not so. Our default
interpretations lie to us and we can react with blame and anger at things that are not really there.
It is part of our task in evolving our consciousness to learn to recognize the ways we are tricking
ourselves. To remember that we are in a constant state of misperception rather than forgetting
that truth. If you were to isolate your imagination from the rest of your time experience, would it
be a world of illusion? Are your dreams played out in a world of illusion? If so, what of your
dreams are still real upon waking?

Imaginary Me - The subconscious part of yourself. Your perception of others. This is the true
nature of how you experience those you perceive as others. That which presents itself as
someone else but when challenged, turns out to be a reflection of yourself. When you look at
someone else, what do you see? What can you see? What can’t you see? If time is a mirror, are
you only ever seeing your own reflection? Do they have a dark piece to their makeup? Things
you simply cannot see or know that you fill in with your own imagination in order to make sense
of them? Who is it you are meeting when you dream? Who plays the roles of the characters you
encounter in your dreams?
Imaginary Other - The subconscious part of yourself. Your perception of others. This is the
true nature of how you experience those you perceive as others. That which presents itself as
someone else but when challenged, turns out to be a reflection of yourself. When you look at
someone else, what do you see? What can you see? What can’t you see? If time is a mirror, are
you only ever seeing your own reflection? Do they have a dark piece to their makeup? Things
you simply cannot see or know that you fill in with your own imagination in order to make sense
of them? Who is it you are meeting when you dream? Who plays the roles of the characters you
encounter in your dreams?
Imagination - Your perception of that which you cannot know or see. Part of your creative
ability. Related to future and possibility. Is it possible to imagine something into reality? What
other forces act together with imagination to manifest reality? One definition of time is a state of
being in which everything is split into three pieces. From that model, your reality could be
described as being made of memory, emotion and imagination. Three things within yourself.
Believe it or not, that accounts for everything you experience in the dimension of time.
Impossible Task - Something you wish you could do, but which is beyond your power as you
know it. Can you undo an event once it has happened? Prevent an accident or injury once it has
occurred? Do you ever find yourself trying to control or manipulate in a place where you do not
have power? Outside yourself perhaps? To know something that you cannot know? What am I
thinking or feeling? Is that anything you can know? Even if I tell you, can you know I am telling
you the truth? Can you make me love you? If not, can you make me hate you? Are you trying to
make something real that cannot be so? To make some form of blame real? To turn a cosmiclevel lie into the truth?
Incomplete Picture - The puzzle you are working on in life. A challenge. Your efforts to
connect within yourself. In time we are always faced with an incomplete picture. The dark piece
to reality insures that we operate with a blind spot, unable to see or know certain truths. Is your
memory an incomplete picture? At most, limited to the memories of a single lifetime? Is any
explanation you offer incomplete? Do we also experience ourselves in this way? Are we unable
to take more than one perspective at a time? Can we know what lies beyond the confines of
what we detect and experience as reality?

Insanity - Another way to say guilt. That which makes no sense or is not real. Nonsense. This
is the key to everything when it comes to healing. This is the illness that plagues the
consciousness on this world. If the model holds true and time is a mirror, then blame is not real.
If blame is not real, then guilt does not exist. It is emotional insanity. It is fear itself. The result of
believing a lie you are telling yourself. Feeling guilt equates to feeling fear. Mentality based in
blame and guilt is complete misperception of reality. This includes the concepts of shame, sin,
evil, bad, wrong and any other analogue misinterpretation you can name. Heal blame and you
heal fear. Abandon the concept of guilt and you heal fear. Evolve beyond analogue thought and
you heal fear.
Interpreter - Related to your ability to create reality. Do you react to events, or your
interpretation of events? Are those two exactly the same thing? Who interprets reality for you?
What are the possibilities? How many lenses are available for you to interpret? Do you
recognize analogue interpretation when you hear it? Do you have certain beliefs set on automatic
pilot? If so, where are those interpretations coming from? Who was the interpreter? Are you
willing to challenge your beliefs? Your perceptions? What other source of information do you
have available? Do you experience intuition? Information that comes in the form of images and
feelings? Ironies? Metaphorical life experience?
Intruder - A part of yourself you do not recognize but are becoming aware. Thought that
seems to intrude into your conscious awareness but of which you do not seem to be the
originator. Potential misperception about un-remembered or unfamiliar parts of yourself.
Unwelcome experience. Fear. Repressed memories. If an unfamiliar part of you were to try and
make their presence and perspective known to you, would they be perceived as an intruder?
Do you ever experience dreams in which you are faced with an intruder?
Invisible - Trickery at work in your life. Things happening right in front of your mind that you
do not see. Parts of yourself that you do not remember. Memory that you have "forgotten".
Another way to say dark piece would be to say invisible piece. Gravity is proof to us all that
there are indeed invisible forces and invisible connections at work in this dimension. Invisible
could also mean feelings of loneliness or unimportance. We all want to love and be loved. To
experience meaning and purpose to our existence. To find the things in life we most desire.
Journey - The process you experience in transforming from one state of being to another. The
process of remembering the parts of yourself and who you are. Possibly a never-ending series
of plateaus you reach. An endless series of relationships. The journey of time is one in which
you meet yourself. Any relationship you have is a journey. A ride. A frequency of events. A
learning process. In fact, your relationship may be over once there is nothing left to learn. Are
you on a journey in ways you do not usually think about? Is the Earth spinning? Are you on that
ride? Does the earth orbit the sun? And the sun orbit your galaxy? Are you on the journey light
makes as it travels from quasar to black hole?

Karma - The sad-angry-guilty drama in your life. Places where you are still interpreting blame
to be real and guilt to exist. In an exchanging energy universe, you exchange energy according to
your frequency. Does it not amaze you that you manage to attract others into your life who
parallel you in some way? Others who seem to be at the place as you in their learning? Do your
relationships end when one of you evolves to a different level? Begins operating on a different
frequency? From this model of reality, karma is a game of subconscious fear. Another way to
say that is a game in which you are lost from yourself. A game in which you fear yourself. As
long as you cling to the premise that says blame is real and guilt exists, you resonate on the
emotional frequency of sad-angry-guilty and play karma.
Learner - Are you who you are and what you are in life because it is the true reflection of you,
or did you adapt to your circumstances? In what ways? In reaction to what circumstances? Did
you learn to become some thing or some one? Is another way to say that rearrange your
pieces? I suggest that we may all be learning important lessons in our time experiences, whether
we are conscious of it or not. What is it you may be here to learn? What, or perhaps who are
you here to learn about? Could those lessons take more than one lifetime to learn? If time is like
a game we are playing, could there be spectators watching and learning from us in realms that
are invisible? Could we have parts or versions of ourselves that watch what we know as
ourselves from outside the time experience? Also learning about us from their reality and
perspective?
Lens - Possibilities in your life. The perspectives you have available to choose in the dimension
of time. It is part of the nature of a paradox that you can cannot choose all three lenses at any
time. This is the basis for you to form three parts or versions of yourself when in this state of
being. What are the three models of reality? What does each of them interpret? Take a look at
this card. What is the default interpretation? How many lenses do you see? How many colors?
Does this look analogue to you? Like polar extremes? Angry and sad? How do you evolve the
two-pole picture to include a third color? Where is the third piece?
Liar - Reference to a part of yourself seeming to paint an inaccurate picture of reality. Do you
manage to lie to yourself? Does experience itself lie to you? Tell you things are solid or real
when in fact they are not? Do those you perceive as others ever lie to you? When they are
blaming perhaps? Any other time? Is it possible for someone else to lie to you? Or are you
responsible for your own beliefs and interpretations? Who decides what you believe? How
could you ever know for sure if someone was telling you the truth?
Love - The ultimate healer. The ultimate truth. Everything that you are and anything you
experience reduces to this single energy source. Everything ultimately feeds and survives on
love. Everything is ultimately an expression of love, even if so bent and twisted you would not
recognize it to be so. That means even fear and hate are actually expressions of love. We just
have to be willing to look deep enough to see this truth. If you untwist the desires and intentions
of a hurter, you will find they are actually acting from bent and twisted love. What are your

feelings about yourself? Do you have enemies in life? This could also be a message about a
relationship. Something or someone of significance.
Lunatic - A part of yourself you do not understand. A perspective you are not seeing. Ways
you are acting that do not make sense. Things you are doing that will not bring about your
desired result. Believing something to be true that is not even possible. Trying to perform an
impossible task. Something in your life that does not make sense. Hidden meaning. When you
understand why the lunatic is doing what he or she is doing, you will see why they make the
choices they do.
Magician - Your own magical abilities. Your power to create. Your power to transform. Your
ability to heal. Your ability to work with illusion. Your ability to rearrange pieces of reality. Your
ability to communicate. Your own free will. What kinds of magic do you possess? Did you
manage to enter this reality from elsewhere? Was that a feat of magic? Can you use your magic
to trick others? To trick yourself? If you change as a self, transform your character, do you
transform in the time mirror? Do you have power or magic hidden away in your own
subconscious or unconscious mind? Do invisible connections look like magic? Your own force
of gravity? Other-dimensional travels, memories or experience?
Memory - A story you are telling yourself. One of several possible stories. A complexity about
yourself. More than what is on the surface. A barrier which you are unable to cross. A model of
reality known as superdeterminism. How many versions of the story do you record? What
components make up any of those stories? What happens when you reinterpret a memory?
Does the story change? Do your feelings change as well? In time, when we try to look outside
of ourselves, we find that we can look in only one direction - the past. The result of an
arrangement that is a reflection in a mirror. That makes anything we experience and call physical
reality - from the furthest galaxy we can detect to our own nervous system - a form of memory.
Message - This is a universe of light, and light is a conductor of information. We find that
coincidence holds more than meets the eye. There seems to be the potential for hidden meaning
to the events in our lives. Metaphors play themselves out. Dreams seem to carry deeper
meaning and multiple interpretations. We sometimes act in ways that do not make sense, or hint
of subconscious motives. Fear keeps us from expressing our true thoughts and feelings, so we
sometimes speak in riddles. Can you learn to look for the deeper meaning? The true message?
Could all behavior and messages be understood if we offer understanding and acceptance?
When you can free yourself of blame and judgment, a whole new world opens up. Interestingly
enough, that new world is the truth.
Mimic - What happens when a photon encounters a mirror? Does it make a copy of itself?
Does the same thing apply to you? Is it part of our nature to copy or mimic the behavior of our
parents and caretakers? Can we do so in ways we are not even aware? Just by trying to make
sense of their behavior and messages? Is that a method for programming yourself? Could you
assume your parents or caretakers subconscious issues just by copying their ways and adopting

their beliefs? Do we sometimes consciously choose to copy or mimic those we admire, respect
or perhaps even fear? To learn or adapt?
Mind - Your identity. That which is unique about you. Your third eye. A part of your being that
works with thought and imagination. Your mental reality. Do our minds work both individually
and collectively? Are our minds powerful? Powerful enough to create a reality and enter it? In a
world that is a reflection in a mirror, is there anything else in here but us? Our minds? Our
awareness?
Mirror - The truth. Time is a mirror in which we only ever see or experience reflections of
ourselves. When we forget this truth, we become fools and misunderstand ourselves and reality.
When we remember this truth, we see ourselves in everything and everyone around us. A mirror
cannot show us what is truly there, but it does show us a reflection of it. We are the interpreters
of that reflection and so create parts of our own reality by the ways we interpret. This card
could also be a reference to a mask. What you show to the outside world. What others are
showing you. What is the rest of the picture? This card also doubles as a colored card with the
color silver, so is open for personal interpretation.
Monster - A misperception about yourself. A place on the mirror where we cannot bear our
own reflection. Your own ego. A place in the mirror where we do not recognize the reflection
as ourselves. Desire that has become bent and twisted from fear. Desire that has been crushed
or shattered. Physical hunger can drive us to do things we would not otherwise choose. It is the
same with other forms of hunger. When we feel starved for love or acceptance. What makes
the monster a monster? Is there any other possible interpretation?
Nonsense - This world appears to be an illusion. A paradox. At the very least, it is not what it
appears to be. When we are willing to challenge our perceptions, we find they will not withstand
that challenge. If I interpret photons or superstrings as my most basic building blocks of matter,
and there are actually no such things to be found, I have interpreted a piece of nonsense. Did
you acclimate to certain mentality and beliefs that, when challenged, turn out to be nonsense?
Are there certain basic premises upon which your belief systems are built? Did you choose
those beliefs before gaining a basic understanding of space-time-gravity? Is it possible that you
incorporated some form of nonsense into yourself? The mentality of blame perhaps?
Not Me - When you try to look “at me”, what do you see? What can you see? What can’t you
see? Do you see me, or your perception of me? Do you hear me, or your interpretation of me?
Who is creating your perception of me? Who is that a reflection of? Who is he or she a part of?
How do your thoughts work? Do you hold a private conversation within yourself? Who are you
talking to? Does that someone also talk back to you? In this mirror world, everything is seen as
a reflection, and so information that is being relayed to you. I suggest it is the same within
yourself. That you use a part of your make-up in order to conceptualize anything or anyone you
perceive as outside yourself. See the cards Imaginary Me and Imaginary Other.
Nutty Professor - A contradiction. It is an irony on this world that those who were our
teachers were insane. How many of our parents and teachers used the mentality of blame and

punish to teach their lessons? Lied to us in this huge and important way. How many individuals
on this planet call themselves an authority figure, but actually teach blame, fear, mental
backwardness and the insane premise that guilt is real? On an inward perspective, do you have
your own nutty professor? An imaginary other of some sort from whom you seek approval?
Who lies to you on a subconscious level? Are you your own nutty professor any time you use
backwards mentality to interpret?
Oblivious - Your learning process in the form of ever-expanding awareness. A part of yourself
you have forgotten. A perspective you are unable to see. A message that is beyond your ability
to detect. Your unconscious mind. Something that is currently beyond your ability to
comprehend. In time, part of the game was to forget something, and then forget that you forgot.
Another way to say that was to take yourself apart. The journey become both to remember and
to reassemble the parts of yourself.
Observer - The direction of inside yourself. Your ability to be honest with yourself. The
practice of allowance. The perspective of your unconscious mind. People can often recall
information under hypnosis that they cannot otherwise remember. Sometimes they are minute
details that went unnoticed by their conscious awareness. Do we all have activity that happens in
the back of our minds? How much of your total being is your conscious mind, and how much is
subconscious?
Off Track - Ways that the parts of you are not in agreement. Ways that your choices are not
taking you where you want to go. Ways you are misinterpreting yourself and others. Beliefs you
hold that are not true or real. A way of thought or paradigm of life that is misguided. Something
that is broken or damaged in your life that needs adjusted to get you back on track. Ways of
thought or ways of life you have left behind. Goals or ambitions you once held that you have
forgotten or abandoned. Desires that have become clouded or twisted from misperception or
fear.
Old Injury - Do certain circumstances seem to recur in your life over and over? Do you ever
manage to sabotage your own happiness? Do you sometimes act in ways you later regret? Do
you ever overreact? If there was a single something that troubles you, what would you say it is?
How does it manifest in your life? How is it stored in your memory? How does it affect your
behavior? Your interpretation of reality? Could the idea of injury be open for interpretation? If
you managed to scramble the parts of yourself, could that also look like injury?
Opponent - Ways the parts of you do not agree with each other. Ways the models of reality do
not agree with each other. More than one version of a story that are all true and yet different.
Does compete-for-survival form a conflict (a two-pole arrangement) by nature of how it works?
Is this true of many games? That they are played “against” an opponent? Is this true of any
game? In fact, are there some games that cannot be played without an opponent? Can the
volume on such a game be turned down? Can you turn your opponent into your partner?

Painter - Ways you communicate within yourself through images and feelings. Ways you create
reality for yourself. You are the painter of your own picture. The teller of the story you call your
memory. In time, you do not see what is actually there, but instead you see a picture of it. A
reflection of it. You put several pieces together in order to form your picture. You are not aware
of doing this, but you do it nonetheless. Are you aware of forming your perception of others? Of
creating your dream characters?
Paradox - The answer you are looking for has three components. Three pieces. More than one
possible solution. Your answer is so simple, you do not see it. More than irony. More than
coincidence. Something that cannot be, and yet there it is in front of your eyes. A place where
the rules to the game as you understand them break down. Ways the future is actually the past.
When three models that describe reality do not agree with each other, which one is the truth?
They cannot all be true can they?
Paralyzed - What would happen to a being who’s nature was to change forms if they were to
become stuck in a particular form? How would it feel to them? What if they chose such an
experience and in choosing it, forgot they did so? Anytime you make a choice, do you do so at
the expense of other choices not made? Would another way to say paralyzed be frozen? Is this
also a description of the past? Once occurred, can an event be undone or altered? When you
become afraid, do you become paralyzed? Do you assume a state where you are cut off from
other perspectives and parts or versions of yourself?
Partner - The many dimensions of you. Your reflection in the mirror. Ways you are playing a
game with yourself. Your relationship with other-dimensional parts or versions of you. This is
one of several cards that tends to take us to an interesting perception - that of outside ourselves.
After all, can you even experience anything outside of yourself? Considering the perception that
you are on a planet with billions upon billions of others, the paradoxical answer to that question
is no. Does it mean there is no one else here but you? That answer is no, it does not mean that.
It leaves us asking the question - where to you end and I begin? When am I talking to you, and
when am I talking to my perception of you?
Passenger - Feelings, experiences or circumstances in which you have limited or no choice. A
ride or journey you are taking that has not yet completed itself. The spiritual journey you chose
from outside the time dimension. A belief or system of beliefs you have chosen. Ways you have
allowed others to make your choices for you. A commitment you have made that is still in place.
Trust you have placed in someone else. The reaction and emotions you feel in response to your
own interpretation of reality. Ways you are an observer or passive participant in drama that is
occurring around you.
Passion - Part of the reason we choose to enter time is to experience ourselves, our emotions,
our desires, our sensations. If time is a mirror, then the only thing we ever actually experience in
time is ourselves. When we forget who and where we are, we lose touch with our truest desires
and sometimes choose against ourselves. We can mistakenly come to believe that there is

something wrong or bad in experiencing or expressing our passion when we buy into the
mentality of blame and guilt. What in life is more exciting and rewarding than exploring and
experiencing your own passion? What is it in life that you are most passionate about? What is it
that makes for the most beautiful art or music? What is it that makes our pursuits or endeavors
rewarding? What would make your life the most exhilarating and joyful experience it could
possibly be?
Past - Does the past affect your future? In what ways? Is memory another way to say past?
What else is contained in the direction of past? The direction of outside ourselves? The
appearance of separateness? Our analogue perception. A two-pole nature to our three-pole
time experience. It turns out that another way so say past is to say space. It is the realm of
physical reality. Anything we think of as matter or events. Why is this the past? Because by the
time we can detect it, it has already happened. It is only a reflection of something with which we
cannot seem to catch up. Yes, that includes our physical bodies. This is a model of reality
known as superdeterminism. Another way to say that might be to say fate. Choice which has
not yet played itself out.
Performer - The act you play out for the benefit of others. The role you play in your society.
How do you communicate your message when your audience misperceives? Do you always
express your true thoughts and feelings? Why or why not? Are you playing along with a massconsciousness-level game? A charade? An untruth? Could you be doing so and not even be
aware of it? Did you learn to play certain roles as you acclimated to society? Do you play roles
for others who share the time drama with you? Sometimes for seemingly subconscious reasons?
Is there a single person on this planet who is not playing some role in your life? Even if you are
not even aware of that person?
Physical Reality - A form of memory you may not recognize as memory. A perception you
are holding. A trick of light. Information that is being relayed to you. The barrier between what
you perceive to be inside yourself verses outside yourself. That which in only on the surface.
Something that is not what it appears to be. It is an interesting irony that the experience most
people call solid and real is the same one that appears to be tricking us. When you are ready to
challenge your perceptions, you will find they do not withstand that challenge. Are you ready to
embrace a different way of interpreting? In so doing, would you embrace a different version of
reality? Where is your physical body to you in time? Is it something that has already occurred by
the time you can even detect it? Is your body a form of memory? Is it pieces of the universe you
have rearranged? Stardust? Does that make it a form of light? Do you react to your body?
Does it react to you?
Player - Can you appreciate the idea that this place is here for us to enjoy? That you are a
player in a game called time? That the players in the game are the parts, versions and
dimensions of you? That the game has exactly that about it as well? Many dimensions? That
perhaps time is only one part of an even larger game you are playing? Perhaps a game called
“learn to know yourself”? A game called “create reality”? Create a universe? Create a

multiverse? Become more than you are? Can you get lost or sidetracked on this grand
endeavor? Find yourself in a game that actually goes nowhere? Chases itself and its own tail
around and around? What game are you playing in what you otherwise call life?
Powerful Force - Of all you might perceive as powerful - the force of gravity, physical strength,
weapons of war, the inevitabilities of time - the most powerful is choice. In a reality where you
have limited choice, what can you chose and what can you not? Do you become even more
powerful when you combine your power of choice with that of others? Can you move bigger
rocks? Build better bridges? Rearrange pieces on a different order of magnitude? What
happens to your world when half of you are choosing in direct opposition to the other half? In
other words, live in conflict? What happens when you operate in cooperation instead? How can
we bring that about? What can we choose together that can unite rather than divide? Can we
transform a game of compete-for-survival to a game of cooperate-for-prosperity?
Present - Emotional reality. The direction of inside yourself. Your state of being. Your
dimension of thought. Your understanding of who, what and where you are. Your relationship
with yourself and the parts, versions or dimensions of you. Many realities that overlap. A model
of reality known as the Many Worlds. Simultaneous existence. Parallel realities, dimensions and
universes contained within yourself.
Pretender - A connection with yourself as a child. Your ability to work with illusion. Is it not a
child’s game to pretend? To form a world of imagination and then enter it? Can we also find
ourselves pretending to think or feel in ways that are not completely true? To begin to perform
an act for the benefit of others? What would be our motivation for such behavior? Do we derive
satisfaction and joy from tricking and fooling others? Can we also be doing such things from
fear?
Prisoner - Memories or desires you have locked away. Parts of yourself who are not being
acknowledged. Ways your circumstances do not align with your desire. Choice that has not
played itself out. Your own system of beliefs. Your own mentality. Your inability to experience
anything outside of yourself. Ways you cannot see anything but reflections of the past. See
Passenger and Slave.
Reality Bubble - What happens when you believe things that are not actually true? Is there any
way to escape that you are always doing this? When misperception is revealed as
misperception, what is left of your reality bubble? What was it made of to begin with? How
many parts did it have? How many layers? How many ways could those parts or layers be
defined? As you are unable to experience anything outside of yourself, a reality bubble is literally
skin tight. Until it reaches your detection, you were at best unaware of it. What you experience
is not the event itself, but your interpretation of it. In time, a reality bubble is constructed of three
parts. One definition of those parts could be memory, emotion and imagination. Another could
be conscious, subconscious and unconscious awareness.

Recurring Nightmare - Do the same old things keep happening in your life over and over? Do
the same issues seem to crop up time and again? Do your relationships run a predictable
course? Who would want to manifest undesirable circumstances in their life? The answer of
course is no one. Who would deliberately choose themselves into a conflict? Again, no one.
And yet it somehow happens. Is there a root to these troubles? Something simple and easy to
fix? A message to be heard from your metaphors? Is there particular mentality that chases its
own tail? Causes its own problems? Actually does the very thing it hates and fears? All without
realizing these things?
Reflected Light - Ours is a universe of light. Light that is playing a game with itself. Exchanging
energy with itself. Mimicking appearances. Making copies of itself. Communicating information.
It bounces from surface to surface. It is absorbed into one form, then set free to travel the
universe once again. The card is not just light, it is reflected light. That makes it a form of
memory. Is there anything happening in this universe that is not leaving behind a record of itself
and what it does? How do you see me at a distance? Is it not because light is reflecting off me?
Beaming information that can be detected by your eyes? Do we all cast a reflection of ourselves
that emanate in every possible direction? Including the direction of in? If you could catch up to
the light that has just reflected from your body and view it, what would you see?
Revenge - We seem to have certain reactions that happen by default. Even a newborn infant
can become angry or sad. They can lash out. They will hit back. Whether it is the reality that
tricks us, or if we are the ones who trick ourselves - blame is our issue and punishment our
crime. When you take the untruth of blame out of the picture, then punishment becomes nothing
more than revenge. Nothing more than deliberate harm for no reason that is true or real. This is
the trap of karma. The cycle of sad-angry-guilty. Always the story is the same. Someone has
been hurt. Someone is sad. Someone is angry. Someone is guilty, and the cycle chases its own
tail forever. It is up to us to challenge our perceptions and evolve ourselves beyond the default
settings of human consciousness. Only you interpret reality for yourself. Only you assign
meaning to that interpretation. Only you choose a course of action for yourself.
Road not Taken - A part of yourself you are not seeing or hearing. A version of yourself you
are not forming or becoming. Perspectives or ways of thought you are not seeing. Messages
you may not be hearing or understanding. Versions of yourself you have left behind who might
have made different choices than the current version of you. Do you attract others and
circumstances to yourself in ways that are subconscious and unconscious? If so, are you then in
a constant state of choosing a direction in subconscious and unconscious ways? Are you on a
journey that transcends this lifetime? If so, do the choices you make and beliefs you hold play a
part in your direction outside of time?
Ruler - What rules your life? Who’s orders do you follow? What is the motivation for anything
you choose? Do you ever choose actions that are not what you truly want? Do you have a
subconscious mind? What have you stored there? How can such things affect you? How can
they not? What are the rules to space-time-gravity? What is possible and what is not? What is

real and what is not? Could you be following a set of rules that are actually insane? Actually not
in your own best interest? Are based in misperception? Are actually lost from the awareness
they are based in misperception? What are the models of reality? What does each one say is
true? What are the universal laws? What how do they act together?
Safe Path - Time is a reality with a dark piece. That means there are certain things you cannot
see or know. If you feel a need or desire to be safe, ask yourself this question - safe from what?
Is it undesirable events or circumstances? Or is it something else? Are you seeking safety from
things that are not really there? Do you fear blame, criticism and judgment? Are those things real
or true? Even if others act them out as if they were? Do you fear the reactions of others who
may be blaming or judging their perception of you? The reactions of others who are themselves
afraid but have not yet realized what they are truly afraid of?
Sailor - The direction you are choosing in life. Your knowledge and experience. Ways you are
doing the best you can to interpret an incomplete picture. Ways you are faced with
inconsistency, uncertainty, trickery and illusion. In time, it is as if we are sailing backwards on an
ocean. We are unable to see what lies ahead and guide our journey by interpreting the past.
Navigating a dream plane comprised of memory, emotion and imagination. On a journey we
may have forgotten we chose. Our destination? Transformation? Knowledge? Balance?
Happiness? Death?
Secret - Is there a secret you keep hidden from others? Something about yourself that goes
unexpressed? A side to yourself you never show? Is it possible to keep a secret from yourself?
By hiding or forgetting memories or parts of yourself? Is the quest to know yourself one of
uncovering such secrets? Are there certain secrets about life? What happens after death? What
is in the dark piece to reality? What is someone else truly thinking or feeling? There are answers
to be known, are there not? But are you in a place where you can know them?
Seeker - Your desire. Your motivation. Your intention. What do you want out of life? Is it in
our nature to seek out certain things or experiences? Relationships? Understanding?
Explanations? Safety? Comfort? Joy? Does a charged particle seek something? A state of
balance? A counterpart? Did you enter time with a mission? A purpose for your journey? A
lesson to learn? An experience to have? Is it part of life to change? Can you even stop the
change?
Shadow - The reflection of yourself you mistake for those you perceive as others. The
perspective you are not seeing or hearing. A perspective you are unable to take. A missing
piece of the picture. Buried memories or feelings. The back of your mind. The dark piece of
you. Another version of you. Truth that has been hidden from you. In time, you can choose one
perspective at the expense of obscuring another. That means you always have a dark piece of
the picture. Uncertainty is part of the equation. This is another way to say experience paradox.

Shapeshifter - The many possibilities of you. Do you have the ability to assume many forms?
In what ways? If you chose to enter this reality, what were the possibilities? How many versions
of you exist in this universe? Do you change as you travel through time? Even from a physical
standpoint? In other ways? Can your feelings change? Your emotional state? Your awareness?
Is it possible for someone to transform their character? So much that the new self would make
different choices in life than the old self? So much that they no longer resonate with their old
relationships?
Shattered Pieces - Picture a whole bunch of things putting themselves back together. That is a
description of this universe. I suggest it is a reflection of you as well. How many uncounted
trillions of stars and planets are part of the whole? How many others do you detect on this
planet? Everything in time seems to be comprised of pieces. Events are made of smaller and
smaller events. A rock is made of compounds, then elements, then atoms, then protons,
neutrons and electrons, and ultimately of light. From this model, even you are comprised of
three parts or versions. The story you tell yourself and call memory has more than one possible
version. Do you have an even larger self that you are part of? A fourth or fifth dimensional you?
Also see reality bubble.
Ship of Fools - Ways you have given your power away. Ways you are following the crowd.
Ways you accepted the beliefs of others over your own interpretation. Ways you do not choose
that which will bring about your true desire. Ways you are choosing to manifest that which you
most fear. A faulty premise you have incorporated into your thinking. A misperception you have
come to live. A paradigm of life you have come to accept as the only way. Who would
deliberately do any of these things? The answer of course is no one. Lets remember that the fool
believes in what he or she is doing. The longer they stay on this course, the harder it is do
choose a different one. In the end, they may realize they were mistaken but no longer remember
another way.
Slave - Something that may not be serving your best interests. Something you believe you have
to do when in truth, it may not be so. An analogue choice you are facing. Either do this, or that
will happen. Do we all become slaves to our bodies in time? Do we not have to feed them?
Maintain them? Look out for them? Can we become slaves to a way of life? A way of thought?
An addiction? What is it that keeps us slaves? What would set us free?
Space - A barrier of some kind. Loneliness or separateness. Emptiness. Nothingness. A trick.
Only a picture of reality. Not what it appears to be. The surface of a mirror. The direction of
past. The direction of outside yourself. The way back to yourself is to see your reflection in the
mirror. To challenge your perceptions. To revise your interpretation. You leave nothing behind,
only reconnect with that which was always there and waiting for your return.
Spirit - The fifth dimension of you. Awareness beyond your current ability. Another version of
you. A larger or more complete version of you. A place of powerful choice. An observer. Your
drive, will or passion. If you could add your conscious, subconscious and unconscious mind

together, you would have access to all your memories, all your past lives, all your otherdimensional experiences and existence. Reality itself would change for you. The story you were
telling yourself would change.
Storm - Some sort of turbulence or chaos in your life. Possibly bringing something you need but
in a way you may be fearing. A storm sounds destructive, but it also brings life-giving rain,
cleans the air and washes away debris. In this reality, nothing is ever created or destroyed, but
its pieces can be rearranged. Storm could also be a reference to karma playing itself out in your
life. Emotional turbulence. A tornado is a whirlwind that spins around and around just as karma
plays out the drama of sad-angry-guilt, a loop that repeats itself forever unless chosen
otherwise. How do you end the cycle of karma? Is it as easy as abandoning the mentality of
blame and practice of punish?
Story Teller - One of your creative abilities. Another way to say memory. Your own
interpretation process. Ways you are telling yourself a story but may not realize this is so. How
many versions of any story might there be to tell? Can they all be true? Does your physical body
and its senses tell you a story that does not always withstand a challenge? May not actually be
true? Contains a dark piece? Do your emotional reactions sometimes do the same? Is light itself
a story teller? Does it record information when it reflects off the mirror surface that is you? Does
it then broadcast that signal in all directions?
Stranger - Something for you to learn or remember. Truth you do not recognize as the truth.
Unfamiliar or forgotten part of yourself. Unfamiliar or forgotten perspectives or interpretations.
That which you cannot see or know from your vantage point in time. The contents of the dark
piece to reality. Other dimensions or realities that are part of your subconscious mind. Another
version of you.
Sub-human - Your limitations. Your ability to comprehend. Your ability to learn. A reflection of
yourself that you do not like in some way. Something about yourself you wish were not true. A
reflection of yourself that seems to have the power to scare or disturb you. A scrambled picture
of you so different from the one you recognize, you do not see yourself in its reflection. A
reflection of yourself that has no value to you. A perception of others as less than you in some
way. Less important. Less powerful. Less intelligent. Of lesser or no value. To complete this
picture there are three parts, as always. In this case, they would be sub-human, human and
super-human.
Supernatural Being - A larger version of you. Your own creative power. Your ability to
perform tasks you believe to be impossible. A version of you from a different dimension.
Mythology is full of stories about beings who walked in space-time-gravity but who had powers
or abilities that seemed magical compared to the story tellers themselves. Would the incredible
feat of choosing and entering an alternate reality seem like such a feat? Would that make every
living creature who visits the Earth reality such a being?

Talent - Your destiny. That which makes you unique. Your identity. The expression of you
doing whatever it is in life you do best. Your power. You are all skilled actors performing on a
stage called time. Each of you are a version of self that is unique with something of value to offer
us all. How do you make use of your talents and skills on this world? Are they used to benefit
us all? Or are they used to compete for survival? Are you using your talents for their truest
purpose? For their most enjoyable benefits? In the most economical ways? Do you have talents
and skills yet to be developed or remembered?
Time - Another way to say it is time for something is to say you are ready for something. What
you are seeing is a reflection of yourself. When you are ready to challenge your perceptions,
you will find this can never be anything else. The picture you are forming has three pieces. The
answer you are looking for has three parts. The equation you are trying to solve has three
solutions. Time is a model for reality. It is a definition of our dimension. It is a state of being. It is
also a trick. It forms an illusion. It is a game we play. It allows us to take ourselves apart so that
we can meet ourselves. Learn about ourselves. It allows us to experience ourselves in the form
of a paradox. It is a playground, full of wonders and ironies. It is here for all of us to enjoy in
wonder and amazement at our own creative abilities and the incredible complexities of
ourselves. It is also eloquently simple. It is as easy as one, two, three.
Train - Your way of thought. Your paradigm of life. A game you are choosing or ride you have
taken in what you otherwise call life. Is your awareness composed of more than one train of
thought? How many might there be? Can you switch tracks while riding a train of thought? If
you wish, can you choose to play a different game in life than the one you are currently playing?
To jump on to a different train? Perhaps to a different way of thought? From analogue to digital?
From belief to possibility? From paralyzed to shapeshifter? Is there a train of thought that is
troublesome in this reality? That of blame perhaps? Are you riding the blame train? Where does
that train lead? Where has it been? What direction in time does it look?
Traveler - Your everyday waking self. Your conscious mind. That which you know as yourself
- or at least think you know. Awareness that operates in physical reality. A perspective that only
ever sees events in the past, lost from the awareness this is so and the ramifications of that truth.
A self who is part of a larger and more complex self. A self who is cut off from seeing or
knowing certain truths about themselves and reality. A self who interprets time in terms of
opposites or separateness. Us and them. You or me. Beginning and end. Life and death. Twopole thought and two-pole reality.
Trickster - Ways you manage to trick and fool yourself. Ways in which reality plays tricks on
our senses. Ways our perceptions will not withstand a challenge. Something you have hidden
from yourself. Something so convincing that you believe it to be true, even though it is not. If we
are creators in a world of illusion, do we have some magic up our sleeves? Does invisible force
do unexpected things? Operate in mysterious ways? Does light do so as well? Why do we play
tricks on each other? To hide our true thoughts and feelings? To survive in a compete-forsurvival reality? Just for fun? To see if it can be done?

Uncertainty - Something that has yet to fully reveal itself. A place you have not yet decided
what you think or feel. Parts of yourself who do not agree on their interpretation. Science
recognizes that, in time, uncertainty is always part of the equation. This is another way to say
that reality contains a dark piece. If you knew the outcome of the game, it would not be worth
playing. In this way, uncertainty can bring intrigue and mystery into your life. When the volume is
turned up on feelings surrounding uncertainty, it can become fear.
Unfinished Business - A part of yourself you have not yet met or remembered. A version of
yourself you have not yet formed. The quest or journey to know yourself. Possibly part of the
purpose of your traveling. Programming or beliefs that continue to hold you stuck in a reality that
you may no longer wish to continue. A place in the time mirror where you have managed to
make sense out of nonsense. That is another way to say karma. Unresolved feelings. The
untimely end of a relationship.
Unwanted Choice - What do we choose when faced with seemingly undesirable
circumstances? What are all of the options? Is this truly a two-pole situation? Either do this, or
that will happen? Or is there a third choice? What is the bigger picture, and can we find a way
to choose from there? Who would knowingly make choices that result in the very thing they do
not want? The answer of course is no one. Any yet it happens. How? Why? The answer could
only have to do with misperception, lost from the awareness it is misperception. Something
unwanted has happened - what do we choose next? More of the problem? Or can we choose a
different path?
Victim - An incredible act of love not recognized for what it may be. A misunderstanding about
yourself. An interpretation of events or perception of self that may be inaccurate or incomplete.
The target of mentally that is blaming and punishing. The role of target in a game of fear. How
can you interpret perpetrator without simultaneously interpreting victim? And vice versa? Are
there other ways to interpret these arrangements? How many games require two players in
order to even play them at all? What do we choose when someone has been hurt? And who are
we when we make that choice? Do we choose more blame and hurting? Revenge? Or can we
start to choose healing instead?
Visitor - Something that is only temporary. Something that comes and goes in your life. A part
of yourself from whom you do not always hear or see. A friend or ally. Something or someone
new coming into your life. Can you be a visitor to a state of being? A stop on the road of
change and transformation? Are you only a visitor to this reality? One who has visited here
before? Perhaps many times? Are you a visitor when you enter the world of your dreams?
Wild Animal - Subconscious memories, parts or versions of yourself. A connection you have
to other forms of consciousness. A message you do not recognize as a message. Perspectives
different than that of human. From a genetic standpoint, you are approximately 98%
chimpanzee. You have a part of your brain that is not unlike that of a lizard. As you developed

in your embryonic state, you once had gills instead of lungs. When you entered this reality, you
became part of time. You are part of consciousness itself, no matter what form it has taken. It is
no surprise that, when frightened or starved, you can become like any other animal in that same
situation. Dream characters can be animal reflections of you. In a mirror world, every thing and
every one is a reflection of you.
Window on Reality - What you can see or know. How things appear to be. In time we only
ever see events from the past. We do our best to predict the future, but the truth is we cannot
see in that direction. The truth is that we cannot know what others are thinking or feeling, but yet
we sometimes believe we do. Because you believe it to be true does not make it true or real,
but we all hold beliefs and act accordingly. We cannot help it. We create certain aspects of our
own reality by holding beliefs and interpreting events, but that reality is only a bubble. It may or
may not actually align with what is truly there. Many times when challenged, does not withstand
that challenge. What parts of your reality do you create? What parts of reality can you create?
What parts can you not?
Wisdom - Thinking in terms of possibilities. Considering all the possibilities before deciding
what you choose to believe. Understanding of the nature and pitfalls of belief, and ability to
transcend operating from there. Recognizing nonsense when you see or hear it rather than
believing impossible things to be possible, or lies to be truth. Becoming aware of the aspects to
life which you cannot see or know. Becoming aware that there are hidden pieces to this reality.
Becoming aware that there are hidden or unconscious parts to yourself. Recognizing your
reflection in everything and everyone you see. Recognizing that blame is not real, guilt does not
exist and punishment is the crime. In other words, enlightened thought.
Wounded Soldier - A soldier fights for what they believe in, do the not? No matter how
difficult it looks, they will chisel a path in the direction they believe they want, even if it kills
them. Sometimes it does. Most of us do not remember it, but we fought a battle as children. A
battle to understand and explain. A battle to settle a conflict. Our innocence and enlightenment
telling us one thing, and the rest of the world telling us something different. In one way or
another, we sometimes get the message to choose something different. Sometimes that message
comes in the form of circumstances that seemed out of our control. Barriers that appear along
the path we were trying to choose. Metaphors too ironic to ignore. It is not an easy thing to reevaluate one’s life. One’s beliefs. One’s memories. It comes at the cost of a reality bubble.
Your Power - What are your creative abilities in this dimension? What combines with what
combines with what to manifest reality? Are you seeking your true desires? Speaking your true
thoughts and expressing your true feelings? How do you go about getting a reasonable facsimile
of what you want in a world that is not an exact fit? What are your choices from third
dimension? What is beyond your ability to choose? Do you have powerful choice available to
you from other dimensions of yourself? What are your creative tools? Does thought create? In
what ways? Does interpretation create? In what ways? Can we combine our minds in this place

to make more powerful choices that we could alone? What are we choosing as a group
consciousness of human minds? What is the big picture? What are the big choices?
Zombie - Aspects of yourself to which you are asleep. A part of yourself who views reality in a
different way than you. A picture of reality that you do not see. Ways you misinterpret reality.
Ways you have programmed yourself. Your system of beliefs. A direction that you either cannot
or will not alter. Certainty. One possible model for time sees ours as a spiritual dream world in
which we are the players. If there were something a Zombie is doing, we might describe it as
sleepwalking. They look to be hypnotized by something we either do not see, or see differently.
They seem unable to be awakened. They sometimes act as if they are not even aware of us.
They cannot be reasoned with. They go on about their business no matter what we do or say.

